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Welcome to Innovations’ 
Brands of Distinction

When we tailor an audio visual solution for you, we pride 
ourselves on specifying the best products from suppliers we 
know and trust. This brochure guides you through some of the 
top quality equipment we supply – all brands of distinction - that 
have been thoroughly tried and tested by our technicians.

Whether you want state of the art interactive technology, a stylish 
whiteboard or a fully integrated boardroom, you will find all you 
need at a price that suits your budget. With leading names like 
Borks, PolyVision, Stewart Filmscreen, evoko and Mitsubishi, you 
can rely on us to recommend products and solutions that really fit 
your budget and needs. 

With almost 20 years experience in the audio visual market, we 
know what works and what doesn’t. We have installed and 
maintained equipment in some of the largest blue-chip 
companies in the UK and we only recommend brands that we 
know and trust. After all, our reputation depends on it!
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Stewart Filmscreens is 
at the forefront of screen 
technology and has 
been creating the most 
advanced front and rear 
projection screens for over 
sixty years. Its vast range 
of quality-assured screens 
is available in both 
standard and custom-
made sizes. 

Contact us for information 
on the full range of 
Stewart Filmscreen 
products.

Still specifying old projection screen technology?
Projector and projection system design has changed dramatically in recent 
years. In the past, fresnel lens-type screens with CRT and other low light 
output projection systems were standard.

But with today’s super-bright high resolution projectors, a completely 
different technical approach is required to ensure the screen delivers 
optimum performance. 

Step up to Stewart Filmscreens – 
used by the best
Stewart Filmscreen products such as StarGlas, AeroGlas and FireHawk are 
designed for the most demanding high ambient light conditions, delivering 
contrast levels unsurpassed in the industry, in an unbeatable range of 
screen sizes. 

Start using the same screens and projection surfaces that the world’s top 
integrators and system designers use and take your projection to the next 
level.

The standard by which all 
other screens are judged

C O M M E R C I A L

The world’s most unique video projection screen

StarGlas 100

Front and Rear Projection Technology

Stewart Filmscreen surfaces can be supplied seamless up to 27 metres.
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FireHawk – the perfect 
choice for front projection 
applications where 
ambient light is present
Front projection - FireHawk G3 

Engineered for use with 1080p technology
FireHawk G3 is a flexible, front projection screen surface engineered for 
use with 1080p technology. Its ultra-fine optical coating improves uniformity 
enabling consistent brightness across the entire screen. 
FireHawk G3 is optimised to significantly improve contrast ratios, regardless 
of the projector type. It is a perfect choice for front projection applications 
where ambient light may be present, providing increased black levels, 
shadow detailing and superior colour saturation.

Features
• Superb black levels, shadow detailing, and colour saturation

• Engineered for use with 1080p projection technology

• Re-formulated optical coating allows for enhanced focusing capabilities 

• Superior performance in environments with ambient light

• Increased image contrast and resolution

• Available in fixed screen, sizes up to 12 x 27 metres

• Available in roller (electric) screen, sizes up to 7.5 x 15.5 metres

FireHawk screen surface used with a Deluxe Screen Wall.

Stewart Filmscreen has created 
customised projection screens 
for many well-known companies 
around the world. While each had 
their own reasons for choosing 
Stewart to manufacture their 
specialised projection screen, the 
bottom line is they all required 
a screen manufactured to the 
standard that only Stewart can 
deliver.
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Technologies behind 3D projection

Active systems 
(No special type of projection screen required) 

Active systems require a power source for both projector lens shutters and 
eyewear. The LCD shutter glasses are synchronised with the lens shutter, 
which alternates between left and right eye discrete images, creating the 3D 
illusion for the viewer. No special type of projection screen is required. 

Passive Infitec or SuperAnaglyph
(No special type of projection screen required) 

Infitec stands for interference filter technology. 
Special interference filters in the glasses 
and projector form the core of this 
technology, hence the brand name. 

The filters divide the visible colour 
spectrum into six narrow bands - two in 
the red region, two in the green region, 
and two in the blue region (called R1, R2, 
G1, G2, B1 and B2 for the purposes of this 

description). The R1, G1 and B1 bands are 
used for one eye image, and R2, G2, B2 for the 

other eye. 

The human eye is largely insensitive to such fine spectral 
differences, so this technique is able to generate full-colour 3D 

images with only slight colour differences between the two eyes. 
No special type of projection screen is required. 

Currently, there are three basic 
technologies for producing 
stereoscopic 3D images with 
projection systems. 

The categories are “Active 
Systems”, employing liquid crystal 
shutter glasses, “Passive Infitec 
Systems” utilising colour combing 
filters and glasses, and “Passive 
Polarisation” employing either 
linear or circular polarisation filters 
and glasses. 

All three systems require more 
projector light output, because 
filters and eyewear can reduce 
screen image brightness by up 
to 80% compared with the same 
projection system producing 2D 
images.
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Stewart Filmscreen front or rear 
projection material for 3D

Passive polarisation system
(Special projection screens required)

Linear and circular polarisation systems
Two images, left eye and right eye, are superimposed 
onto the screen through a set of polarised filters. The 
left and right eyes are polarised in opposite directions. 

The viewer wears eyeglasses which also contain a 
pair of polarising filters. As each filter only passes the 
light which is similarly polarised while blocking the 
opposite polarised light, each eye only sees one of the 
superimposed images and the 3D effect is achieved. 

Linearly polarised glasses require the viewer to keep 
their head level, as tilting of the viewing filters will cause 
the images of the left and right channels to bleed over 
to the opposite channel. Circular polarising systems 
allow the viewer to tilt their head without any image 
bleed from the opposite eye. 

For front projection, a Silver Screen is required so 
that polarisation is preserved. For rear projection, only 
certain screen models allow for preservation of the 
polarisation. 

Listed below are the Stewart Filmscreen materials 
that are ideal for passive polarised systems: 
• Front Projection Flexible: Silver 3D
• Rear Projection Flexible: FilmScreen 150
• Substrate Acrylic: TechPlex 150, PowerView 3D 

(Fresnel lenticular) 
• Rigid Glass Substrate: TechScreen 150
• Laminated Glass: StarGlas 60
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StarGlas, the world’s most advanced 
video projection screen
Rear projection: StarGlas
StarGlas is a glass rear projection screen material formulated to offer 
unsurpassed contrast levels, at sizes over eight times larger than screens 
made by other manufacturers. 

This innovative screen is currently available up to 3.2 x 6.1 metres, with 
larger production sizes on the horizon.

StarGlas accomodates short projection light paths. The diffusion layer 
between the glass protects it from damage, allowing StarGlas to be used 
almost anywhere, for example, outdoors, shopping centres, and schools. 
StarGlas meets Class II Safety Codes for installation in proximity to floors 
and doors.

Features
• Excellent for passive 3D 

applications
• High level of soundproofing 

between the rear projection room 
and the audience area

• Unsurpassed contrast levels at 
sizes over eight times larger than 
any other manufacturer

• Identical gain and colour 
matching for multiple screen 
applications

• Qualifies as a safety glass

StarCam allows video cameras to be placed into the black inlay border 
that frames the projected image, providing a way to add videoconferencing 
capabilities to new and existing meeting and board rooms.

StarGlas used with StarCam integrated housing for video conferencing.
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Identified as a genuine 
building material
Leading architects have identified 
StarGlas as a genuine building 
material. It qualifies as safety glass, 
which means it can be installed 
where safety glass is specified in the 
building codes. 

This highly versatile and radical 
screen material allows for floor-to-
ceiling video wall applications, since 

StarGlas can be installed 
directly on the ground. By 
contrast, ordinary glass 
must be placed at least 18˝ 
(457mm) above the finished 
floor. 

StarGlas is also available in 
curved formats to match any 
custom building design. 

StarGlas is abrasion and stain 
resistant, allowing astonishing 
installations that can be in 
direct contact with the public. 
It can even be installed 
outdoors without being 
affected by the elements.

StarGlas – more than just another 
projection screen

StarGlas being used on the outside of a 
building to advertise products.

Architecture and design aren’t just about using the finest materials, they’re 
also about the vision and artistry with which the designer combines 
resources to create a truly magnificent environment.

StarGlas is a revolutionary rear projection glass screen with remarkable 
visual and structural properties. 

Its ground-breaking family of products have hugely expanded the 
possibilities at the intersection of architecture and visual display.

StarGlas can be used in a wide variety of settings for any conceivable 
application. 

Imagine displaying your key advertisements or company information on 
storefront windows, glass stairways and even glass flooring. Deliver your 
marketing messages on glass tabletops or glass walls in the most popular 
bars and restaurants of the world. StarGlas gives you the chance to really 
use your imagination.

Custom Applications & Designs:
• Walk-About
• Monolith
• Bar-Top Projection
• StarPresence
• StarLift
• StarCam (for video conferencing)

StarGlas used floor to ceiling in a corporate reception area.
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The perfect choice for edge blending 
and multi-image applications. A rear 
projection screen that meets today’s 
demanding requirements.
Rear projection: AeroGlas

Complex projection systems combining advanced 
blending technology and short throw distance ratio 
lenses require a similarly advanced screen technology.

The range of AeroGlas rigid and flexible rear projection 
surfaces are perfectly suited to this type of application.

AeroGlas is a glass rear projection screen material 
formulated to provide excellent white field uniformity. 
AeroGlas performs well in environments where ambient 
light can be controlled and is appropriate for wider 
viewing angles. It’s the perfect choice for applications 
where edge-blending is required. AeroGlas is also 
an excellent choice for extremely short focal length 
projection light paths.

Excellent white field uniformity
AeroGlas provides white field uniformity which is at the 
“Excellent” end of the performance scale, along with the 
ability to use short focal length projection light paths to 
achieve the maximum space saving footprint.

Wide viewing angles are achieved using AeroGlas 
technology and its performance is enhanced where 
ambient light conditions are controllable.

Features:
• Perfect for use in edge-blending and multi-image 

applications
• High level of soundproofing between the projector 

and the audience area
• Identical gain and colour matching for multiple screen 

applications
• Works with short focal length projection lenses

AeroGlas screen being used in the broadcast studio of the Weather Channel.
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OptaKong rear projection 
mirror systems

Rear projection: 
Optakong mirror systems
Simple to install and simple alignment of projector onto screen cuts down 
on-site installation time. The range of Stewart Filmscreen rear projection rigs 
is the ultimate in optical quality and space saving options.

The OptaKong mirror system is a rear projection mirror assembly that 
allows the folding of projection image paths to reduce the amount of space 
required for rear projection installations. OptaKong is also available with dual 
mirrors for greater reduction of projection depth.

As with all of Stewart products, OptaKong is custom-built for use within 
virtually any projection system. The OptaKong system consists of a first-
surface 94% reflective glass mirror that is shipped pre-framed along with a 
sturdy, lightweight aluminium frame structure and base, allowing for easy 
assembly and installation.

Features:
• Features a first surface 94% reflective glass mirror that is shipped

pre-framed as a complete system
• Also includes optional, pivotal, lightweight and easy-to-assemble 

aluminium mount customised for virtually any projection system

Available options:
• The OptaKong mirror system 

is available in standard 
configurations, or can be tailored 
for unique, custom installations

• The OptaKong mirror system is 
also available with dual mirrors for 
further reduction of the required 
projection depth

Factory manufacture of mirror systems for large venue installations.
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Interactive Technology

Whether in a learning or 
working environment, 
PolyVision helps people    
imagine, discover and 
create. Used daily in 
thousands of classrooms, 
workplaces and meeting 
spaces around the world, 
PolyVision offers the    
tools that enable teachers, 
visionaries, researchers, 
designers, builders, 
dreamers and doers the 
freedom to express and 
explore ideas to their full 
potential.

Contact us for more 
information on the full 
range of PolyVision 
products.

next-generation 
interactive whiteboard

bring learning to life™

enoTM

Interactive
Dry-wipe
Magnetic
No cables
eno™ has it all 
PolyVision eno classic
eno classic is the first and only environmentally certified interactive 
whiteboard to combine the simplicity and ease of a traditional 
ceramicsteel surface with high-performance interactivity – without 
cords, cables or costly installation.

The lifetime warranty on the ceramicsteel writing surface 
and its virtually indestructible functionality makes eno a true 
environmentally-friendly choice.

Features 
 3 boards in 1 – eno combines traditional dry-erase, magnetic 

ceramic steel and interactive performance

 Low cost of ownership – No costly installation, and the board 
does not require power outlets

 Save the environment – eno classic adheres to environmental 
certifications, is recyclable and does not draw from power 
outlets, so reducing your carbon footprint

 Open architecture – The open architecture means you can use 
eno with programs you are familiar with, such as Microsoft® 
PowerPoint® or a web browser

 Computer and projector – eno supports Microsoft Windows or 
Apple® Macintosh operating software, and delivers interactivity 
through Bluetooth enabled technology

 Forever Warranty™ – The e3 environmental ceramicsteel™ 
surface is built to withstand the hard knocks of classrooms and 
conference rooms
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Code Description
PVI ENO61A eno 2610 Interactive Whiteboard

Dimensions 48.2” (H) by 64.5” (W). 78” diagonal
PVI ENO81A eno 2810 Interactive Whiteboard

Dimension – 48.2” (H) by 85.5” (W). 96” diagonal

eno for education

eno for business
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Intelligent walls:
Maximise your wall space – 
leave valuable floor space 
free
PolyVision eno dynamic
Combine traditional teaching and modern technology with PolyVision’s eno 
flex series dynamic board. 

With this dynamic board, you can seamlessly integrate a traditional chalk or 
dry-wipe writing, or pin board surface with an eno 2610 or 2810 interactive 
whiteboard - all without cords or cables. 

The concealed rail system allows you to slide the board smoothly from left to 
right, easily uncovering the eno interactive whiteboard for immediate access 
to infinite high-tech teaching and learning possibilities. What’s more, with its 
aesthetic design, the eno flex series dynamic board complements any wall.

Features
• Choose one or two same-sized 

boards on either side, plus an 
additional sliding board

• The eno interactive whiteboard 
can be combined with e3 
environmental ceramicsteel™ 
markerboard, chalkboard or pin 
board surface 

• Screen-printed pattern options 
are available for traditional 
surfaces

• Maximise space with easily 
accessible surfaces layered and 
anchored by the sliding track

• Integrated pen and cable tray (for 
projector cabling)

• e3 environmental ceramicsteel 
writing surfaces are Cradle-to-
CradleSM Silver certified 

• Low total cost of ownership 
– combines the simplicity of a 
traditional ceramicsteel surface 
with interactive performance – all 
without cords or cables 

• Forever Warranty™ – durable 
ceramicsteel surface that lasts a 
lifetime

Code Description
eno flex 
dynamic*
2820 - 02

eno interactive whiteboard surface 2820 (1208x2141mm) in 
combination with a 2 functional side panels of the same size 
and a multi-functional sliding board. Total width = 6425mm

(*) Various finishes possible - white e3 environmental markerboard standard. Including an integrated cable- / 
pen tray combination and a concealed sliding track on the top

This board glides over other boards 

using a built-in rail
eno interactive whiteboard Traditional ceramicsteel whiteboard surface
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eno mini goes mobile
PolyVision eno mini slate
Get interactive whiteboard power right in your hands. eno mini lets you 
create and deliver engaging lessons from anywhere in the classroom or 
training environment.

eno mini is the mobile companion to the eno interactive whiteboard and 
offers all the same features, benefits and environmental certifications, but 
provides even more flexibility.

Teachers can easily detach eno mini from a ceramicsteel surface and move 
freely about the room.

Using the same, revolutionary Bluetooth®-enabled stylus, teachers and 
students can effortlessly collaborate on lessons by simultaneously using up 
to three styluses on eno mini slates and eno interactive whiteboards.

Even without an interactive whiteboard, eno mini can transform any 
classroom with a projector and computer into a dynamic and interactive 
learning environment.

Features
• Durable – rugged grip surface is virtually indestructible and can 

withstand the rigors of any classroom
• Slate has no battery to charge and no electronics 

to fail 
• Ergonomic design – comfortable to hold and 

lightweight
• Convenient storage – attaches 

magnetically to any steel surface, 
including most marker boards and 
chalkboards

• Environmentally certified – 
Cradle-to-CradleSM Silver 
and SCS Indoor Advantage 
Gold-certified

• Forever Warranty™ – durable 
and long-lasting ceramicsteel 
surface that lasts a lifetime

Code Description
PVI ENO125 eno (2125) mini 

slate
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Adjust the height of your 
eno interactive whiteboard 
with ease

Motorised wall bracket for interactive 
whiteboards
This motorised wall bracket from SMS is ideal 
for use with the PolyVision eno interactive 
whiteboard and a short throw projector. 
With the simple press of a button you can 
automatically raise and lower the board 
along the main column length.

This is perfect for use in schools, 
conferences and other situations that 
require a fixed installation 
capable of being quickly 
adapted to the heights and 
requirements of different users.

The effortless height 
adjustments mean inclusive 
access to the whiteboard 
for all students from primary 
school age to those studying 
in further education.

The ergonomic design also 
provides clear, unobstructed 
access underneath the board 
for wheelchair users. 

Features
• Finish: Aluminium/white
• Maximum load for projector

pillar: 8 kg
• Maximum load for main pillar: 

Standard package 40 kg / 
XL version (with double motor) 70 kg

• Tilt of projector slide: ± 15°
• Adjustable: The main pillar can be vertically adjusted
• The projector can be suspended at a freely chosen position 

anywhere on the pillar

Code Description
AE019011UK-P0 Standard 

Package SMS 
Projector Short 
Throw Wall A/W

This image shows a 680mm 
projector pillar length being used.

White fittings projector pillar 
lengths:

Code Description
FS000680AW-P2 SMS Projector 

Short Throw 
680 mm A/W

FS001202AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1200 mm A/W

FS001450AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1450 mm A/W



Code Description
AE025002-P0 SMS Projector 

Short Throw Wall 
Handpower
A/White

Interactive whiteboards 
and short throw projectors 
where you want them

Manual wall bracket for interactive 
whiteboards
The Smart Media Solutions (SMS) manual wall 
bracket for interactive whiteboards is perfect 
for use with the PolyVision eno interactive 
whiteboard and a short throw projector.

The bracket is easily adjustable 
by hand, so whiteboards and 
projectors can be supported at just 
the right heights, with projectors 
having the precise tilts needed. The 
bracket is designed to be 
able to support a projector 
anywhere along its length. A 
standard kit of mechanical 
springs is pre-mounted and 
can be simply removed or 
added to match the weight 
of the boards. 

The SMS manual wall 
bracket is the right choice 
for schools and other 
situations that require a 
fixed installation able to 
be quickly adapted to the 
heights and requirements 
of different users. The 
bracket’s ergonomic 
design, provides clear, 
unobstructed access 
underneath the board for 
wheelchair users.

Features
• Finish: Aluminium/white
• Maximum load for projector pillar: 8 kg
• Maximum load for interactive whiteboard and projector: 35 kg 
• Suitable for PolyVision eno 2610 interactive whiteboard
• Tilt of projector slide: ± 15°
• Adjustable: The projector and interactive whiteboard can be vertically 

adjusted
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White fittings projector pillar lengths:

Code Description
FS000680AW-P2 SMS Projector 

Short Throw 
680 mm A/W

FS001202AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1200 mm A/W

FS001450AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1450 mm A/W

This image shows a 680mm 
projector pillar length being used.



The freedom to move 
your presentation from 
room to room
Motorised mobile stand for 
interactive whiteboards 
With the SMS motorised mobile stand you don’t need to restrict your 
presentation to a designated projector room.

The stand’s wheels make it easy to 
move your presentation from room to 
room, and its motor-driven height 
adjustment feature and rotatable 
projector pillar mean that you’ll 
be able to pass the system 
through doorways with 
no problems. 

A new, broader foot gives 
users closer access to 
the stand when using the 
interactive whiteboard. 
This mobile stand is ideal 
for hotels and all other 
places where mobility is a 
requirement. 

Features
• Finish: Aluminium/white
• Maximum load for 

projector pillar: 8 kg
• Maximum load for main 

pillar: 50 kg
• Tilt of projector slide:

± 15°
• Adjustable: The main 

pillar’s height can be 
automatically adjusted to allow the stand to pass through 
doorways easily

• The projector can be suspended at a freely chosen 
position anywhere on the pillar
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This image shows a 680mm 
projector pillar length being used.

Code Description
AE018011UK-P0 Standard 

Package SMS 
Projector Short 
Throw Mobile 
A/W

White fittings projector pillar lengths:

Code Description
FS000680AW-P2 SMS Projector 

Short Throw 
680 mm A/W

FS001202AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1200 mm A/W

FS001450AW-P2 SMS Projector 
Short Throw 
1450 mm A/W
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The intuitive simplicity of 
motion

3-In-1 Motion Controlled 
Mouse Presenter and 

Remote

Air Mouse™ 
Go Plus Series

Features
• Orchestrate and deliver powerful 

presentations
• Turn your mouse cursor 

into a highlighter, laser 
pointer or pen

• Navigate interactive 
lesson plans from 
anywhere in your 
classroom

• Control your media and volume 
from the comfort of your seat

• Operate on the desk and in the 
air

• 100’ range with no line of sight 
restrictions

Air Mouse™ 
Elite Series

A leading manufacturer 
of advanced hardware 
and solutions, Gyration 
provides products which 
remove the technological 
barrier between user 
input devices and digital 
displays. 

Wireless products 
from Gyration lend 
themselves to a host 
of environments from 
corporate presentations to 
classroom use.

Code Description
GP-E3901 Gyration Air Mouse GO Plus

Wireless optical air mouse with 30m range & Gyroscopic 
MotionSense technology

GP-E3902 Gyration Air Mouse GO Plus Compact Suite
2.4Ghz optical Air Mouse & compact keyboard with 30m 
range & GyroTools software

GP-E3904 Gyration Air Mouse Elite Presenter with low profile keyboard
Elegant and ergonomic Air Mouse with slim, wireless 
keyboard - feel the freedom of in-air control!

GP-E3905 Gyration Air Mouse Elite Presenter
Wireless in-air mouse and presentation tool with 30m range 
and elegant ambidextrous design
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Meeting Room Booking Systems

RoomWizard Room Scheduling 
System
RoomWizard™ is a web-based room scheduling 
system with touch screen display providing real-
time, meeting information, right where you need it 
− right outside the room itself. The interactive digital 
signage incorporated into the display reduces meeting 
interruptions, and ensures more effective use of 
space. 

Use your space wisely 
Each RoomWizard display shows its room’s schedule: 
times, topics, meeting hosts, and more, encouraging 
effective time management and helping to reduce 
scheduling conflicts. 

Optimise room use with 
RoomWizard reports
RoomWizard’s reporting function records room 
occupancy and reservation patterns, providing insight 
into the needs and use of shared spaces. RoomWizard 
provides real-life statistics that expose how a room or 
group of rooms is really used. There are 36 standard 
reports, with the option to create your own. 

Synchronise with your existing 
Outlook or Lotus Notes Calendar
Schedule meetings via the web-based reservation 
system or your corporate calendar system. 

‘Where are we meeting?’

RoomWizard synchronises with many server-based 
calendar systems, allowing users to continue using their 
existing system.

Features and Benefits 
• Built in web server − allows users to find and reserve 

a room from any network PC 
• Interactive touch screen − adjust a room reservation 

or grab a room for an impromptu meeting
• Indicator lights − red or green lights show availability 

of rooms so users can quickly determine availability 
of meeting space, as well as minimise meeting 
interruptions 

• Synchronisation – use RoomWizard with Microsoft 
Outlook, Lotus Notes, or other calendaring systems, 
allowing users to continue working with the systems 
they are used to

• Start button – automatically release a room if occupants 
do not show up, encouraging timely meetings 

Code Description
PVITPRW10 RoomWizard – display-based room 

management appliance with basic 
wall-mounting hardware
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Meeting Room Booking Systems

Fully based on Outlook - If you know 
how to use Outlook, the rest is easy
The Evoko Room Manager interacts with the company 
Microsoft Exchange Server, so the system will be 
familiar to anyone who has ever booked a meeting 
in Outlook. Simply book meeting rooms in the same 
manner. 

The screen displays who has booked the room and 
for how long, and it is possible to make or cancel a 
booking directly on the screen. Extending an ongoing 
meeting is as simple as reaching out through the door! 

Identify a free room from a distance
Green or red LED background illumination allows 
Evoko to show at a glance whether the room is free or 
occupied. Evoko can even suggest alternative rooms 
automatically. 

Easily report faulty equipment
The system includes a “Report” function for detailing 
faults with the projector or other technical aids in the 
meeting room, quickly and easily. It is easy to install, 
and will not affect IT security.

Power over Ethernet
With the Evoko Room Manager you have the potential 
to power the system over Ethernet. PoE (Power 
over Ethernet) eliminates the need for a local power 
supply or any dedicated power wiring. A PoE Injector 
simply connects inline with the LAN cable, allowing for 
installation at any convenient location.

Take the hassle out 
of booking rooms
The Evoko Room Manager solves room management 
problems simply with the aid of small, elegant touch-
sensitive screens that 
display the booking 
status of a meeting 
room clearly at the 
door. 

Code Description
AK-EVOKO1 Evoko Room Manager – system for 

booking rooms that displays the booking 
status clearly outside the meeting room 
on touch-sensitive screens
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A+K PADS (Public Area Display System) provides 
solutions to welcome, inform, advertise and 

entertain visitors to your business or 
school. 

The software is highly versatile, 
allowing users to incorporate 
almost any type of multimedia 
content, including scrolling 
text, video, live news feeds or 
real-time data, into a visually 
appealing display on one or 
more screens.

Some examples of digital signage are welcoming 
screens at reception areas, screens for dynamic 
guidance in buildings or guest information in hotels. 

Every day millions of people worldwide watch displays 
running the PADS software. Installations vary from 
simple, standalone systems to national or global, 
complex and often mission-critical digital signage 
applications.

More than a quarter of the 100 world’s most-
recognised brands have already chosen this excellent 
system. Why not join them?

An introduction to A+K 
Digital Signage

Digital Signage

Your choice
In addition to software only options, 
A+K PADS is also available 
pre-installed on a range of PCs 
(Windows 7) optimised for digital 
signage.
Hardware subject to change.
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Why choose A+K Digital Signage?

Unequalled database connectivity
Your presentation can be kept current with all the latest 
feeds and information using source files ranging from 
CSV to XML and SQL. Changes made to a source file are 
automatically updated to your presentation in real time.

Server software, moreover, can collect and distribute 
all your content over any type of network infrastructure: 
LAN, WAN, Intranet or the Internet.

Simple, practical and easy to use
You know the importance of getting the right message 
across to your audience.

Whether you’re looking to welcome visitors, 
communicate with employees or create a compelling 
point of sale message, A+K PADS provides a solution.

A+K PADS is a complete digital signage package that 
allows you to create dynamic, interactive and visually 
appealing presentations for display at various times and 
across different locations.

Get creative 
The interface and design layout makes it easy for even 
a design novice to create attractive, eye-catching 
presentations quickly.

The simple, integrated design tool helps you to create 
any screen layout in a straightforward environment, 
combining page elements without being restricted to set 
templates.

You can incorporate different data formats and 
multimedia content to creative dynamic, visually 
appealing presentations that keep your audience’s 
attention and get your message across, such as RSS 
feeds with news, weather, traffic or other up-to-date 
information.

Schedule and deliver your content
Control where and when your message is displayed 
with the powerful A+K PADS scheduling system. Its 
scheduling tool allows you to define dates, times and 
destinations for your messages to appear.

A+K PADS uses your existing network to send 
presentations to a single or multiple displays, whether 
local, regional or international.
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Education
Displaying timetables, class locations and 
campus information with regular updates 

at schools, universities and training centres is a daily 
activity for the A+K PADS software.

Applications
• Timetable updates
• Announcements about events
• Evacuation procedures
• Examination/sports results
• Real-time traffic information

Corporate and Financial
Effectively communicating with employees 
and visitors across large organisations with 

multiple sites, time zones and cultures is no problem for 
the A+K PADS software.

Applications
• Visitors welcoming messages
• Live news
• Internal communication
• Way-finding for flexible workplaces

Markets and applications for digital 
signage

Transport and Logistics
Use A+K PADS to inform, communicate 
and direct passengers quickly and 

effortlessly to their flight, train, ferry, bus or tram.

Applications
• Flight schedules (FIDS)
• Advertising
• Way-finding
• Paging information
• Emergency evacuation of premises

Manufacturing
In the demanding world of manufacturing, 
from automotive and pharmaceutical to 

electronics, the A+K PADS software can provide real-
time, valuable information to your workforce.

Applications
• Assembly process information
• Charts with statistics
• Waiting queue information
• Quality assurance
• Safety procedures

Wherever the transfer of information and communication is important, the A+K digital signage concept ensures 
efficiency and accuracy. In virtually every sector, A+K has experience in implementing sophisticated digital signage 
solutions which meet the most modern requirements in terms of quality, versatility and user-friendliness.
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Government
Local and national governments, police 
stations and military bases can embrace 

the A+K PADS digital signage software to communicate, 
manage and display information for personnel and the 
public.

Applications
• Employee/public communication
• Room scheduling
• Evacuation procedures
• Real-time traffic information
• Training

Health care
Hospitals, health care, pharmacies, 
doctors and dentists surgeries can 

educate, inform and promote using A+K PADS digital 
software solutions.

Applications
• Preventative health care information
• Guidance systems
• Queue management
• Visiting hours

Retail
For retailers A+K PADS software is an 
excellent, easy to configure and highly 

flexible platform for increasing profitability and brand 
awareness through digital signage.

Applications
• In-store advertising
• Loyalty programmes
• Branding
• Interactive kiosks
• Integration with RFID

Leisure
Museums, cinemas, theme parks, leisure 
centres, stadiums and theatres can use 

A+K PADS to dynamically communicate messages with 
guests and visitors.

Applications
• Opening hours
• Ticketing
• Way finding
• Promotions

Hospitality
All across the hospitality field, from 
hotels and restaurants to internet cafes 

and cruise ships, PADS is the digital signage platform 
of choice because of its ease of use, enormous 
functionality and reliability.

Applications
• Room scheduling
• Welcoming guests
• Menus
• Event information
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The power of information
A+K PADS2GO

Your first steps into digital signage
A+K PADS2GO is the ideal entry level software to get yourself 
started in the world of digital signage. It provides all the basic 
design functions you need to create, preview and play back 
presentations to a single display.

An active internet connection or dependency is not required, 
as PADS2GO is based on the proven, award-winning A+K 
PADS Standalone. As with all PADS software, it runs on any 
Windows-based PC (XP, Vista, Windows 7).

Product highlights
• Design visually attractive presentations with a variety of 

content, from formatted text, lines and shapes to flash and 
video

• Send your presentation to the display with a simple mouse click
• Ideal entry level product for digital signage

A+K PADS Standalone

Digital signage for single display 
systems
A+K PADS Standalone allows you to design and play 
presentations on your PC. By connecting a second 
display you can play back presentations on one display 
while editing content – invisible to the audience – on the 
other display.

Product highlights
• Access to the full range of A+K PADS designer tools, 

including TV, streaming video, pictures, progress 
bars, web pages, plug-ins and scrolling text 

• Playback of presentations on one display
• Scheduling presentations on a 24 hour loop
• Extensive support of database connections
• Ideal product for a single display
• Easy migration to A+K PADS Professional

A+K PADS2GO
is FREE

when you purchase any
flatscreen from A+K
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A+K PADS Professional

Digital signage for networked environments
The award-winning A+K PADS Professional software is not just another 
digital signage product. It’s a package of applications suitable to drive both 
the smallest digital signage installation of one single screen and the largest, 
mission-critical installations with thousands of screens.

A+K PADS Professional enables you to design, schedule and distribute 
almost any type of content and have it displayed where and whenever you 
want. The unequalled database connectivity features make it possible even 
for inexperienced users to include real-time data from any source in your 
content with just a couple of 
mouse clicks.

Maintenance of your A+K PADS 
signage solutions
Your digital signage configuration consists of software and hardware which 
enables you to broadcast focused information to any target audience, in any 
location, at any time you choose.

A+K has training packages and service level agreements (SLAs) available 
for you to get the best from your A+K PADS digital signage system. Please 
contact your AV dealer or A+K for details.

Product highlights
• Design of presentations with 

almost any possible content
• Advanced scheduling of content 

on a yearly, monthly, hourly or 
minute basis

• Automatic distribution to displays
• Smooth playback of content
• Monitoring and remote 

management
• Easy integration of real-time data
• Unequalled connectivity features 

to external systems
• Software Development Kit for 

custom solutions

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE 30 DAY FREE TRIAL
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Make a statement

A+K INFO-LINE – Signage 
Tower
The A+K INFO-LINE Signage Tower is designed to 
accommodate Flatscreens from 42” up to 65” diagonal.

The Signage Tower enclosure is robust and versatile, and makes 
a stunning statement when combined with A+K PADS Digital 
Signage.

When positioned in high footfall areas or used for way-finding, 
the tower stands out like a beacon.

A+K INFO-LINE Signage Tower can be manufactured to 
accommodate various sizes of LCD screen.

The standard colour finish is graphite grey.

The tower comes complete with internal wiring and commercial 
flatscreen installed.

Other features are available, such as a double-sided (back-to-
back) version. You also have the option of adding loudspeakers.

Your brand presence can be further enhanced by the use of 
specialist custom finishes and optional branding graphics to 
reinforce your company name.

A+K PADS Digital Signage system is not included with the A+K INFO-LINE 
Signage Tower, but can be ordered separately.

Code Description
AK 20042 DT A+K INFO-LINE Signage Tower – 

Including 42” Professional LCD
AK 20052 DT A+K INFO-LINE Signage Tower – 

Including 52” Professional LCD
AK 20065 DT A+K INFO-LINE Signage Tower – 

Including 65” Professional LCD

INFO-LINE
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The A+K INFO-LINE Flatscreen 
enclosure gives your signage 
solution a distinctive, superior finish.

This elegant signage enclosure 
is available in various sizes to 
accommodate screens from 42” 
and 52” diagonal.

The presentation of your message 
window is greatly enhanced by 
ensuring your screen becomes the 
centre of your audiences’ vision 
and focus.

The option of mood lighting adds 
yet another dimension to this visual 
focal point. A+K PADS Digital 
Signage can be easily incorporated 
into the system, giving you the 
ability to interact with your audience 
by providing up to the minute 
information and topical messaging.

Various finishes are available.

A+K PADS Digital Signage system is not included with the A+K INFO-LINE Signage Enclosure, 
but can be ordered separately.

Wall mounted solution for 
digital information display

Code Description
AK 10042 IL A+K INFO-LINE Signage Enclosure – Including 42" 

Professional LCD
AK 10052 IL A+K INFO-LINE Signage Enclosure – Including 52" 

Professional LCD

A+K INFO-LINE Accessories

Code Description
AK 10001 LP Lighting package
AK 10002 CK Cable kit

A+K INFO-LINE – Signage Enclosure

INFO-LINE
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A+K RACK-LINE 
provides a range of well-
designed, well-engineered 
storage and teaching 
workstations.

Contact us for more 
information.

Flexibility is the key to the A+K RACK-LINE range of AV equipment cabinets. 
You have a choice of either the 13U rack cabinet or 16U rack system, 
designed to fit below standard desks and tables.

With the A+K RACK-LINE range you have complete access to all sides 
of the cabinet. This allows for easy access for installation of your AV 
equipment.

The cabinets have space for cable routing and rear rack strips in the cabinet 
come as standard. This adds up to a flexible and durable solution for all 
your equipment storage needs.

The A+K RACK-LINE steel framework can be combined with doors and 
surfaces, which can be laminated in a variety of attractive modern finishes.

These can be matched to the pantone or RAL colour to complement your 
décor or any corporate colour scheme.

You also have the option of equipping your equipment cabinet with a range 
of accessories, including a visualiser mount and monitor arm.

The equipment cabinets and teaching consoles are available as a single or 
double width.

Flexible, durable storage 
and teaching solutions

AV Equipment Storage

A+K RACK-LINE –
AV Equipment Cabinets

RACK-LINE

Code Description
AK 001 13U S A+K RACK-LINE 13U Single cabinet
AK 002 13U D A+K RACK-LINE 13U Double cabinet
AK 003 16U S A+K RACK-LINE 16U Single cabinet
AK 004 16U D A+K RACK-LINE 16U Double cabinet

Custom size top plinths are available on 
request (as shown below)

A standard 13U A+K RACK-LINE Single 
cabinet.
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A+K RACK-LINE – Teaching Console

The simple addition of a support leg and working surface transforms your 
A+K RACK-LINE cabinet into a highly functional teaching console with a 
large workspace area to arrange your documents and notes comfortably.

Mobility is achieved through lockable wheels. Alternatively, static feet can 
also be fitted.

Code Description
AK 005 13 TC A+K RACK-LINE 13U Single Teaching console
AK 006 13 TCD A+K RACK-LINE 13U Double Teaching console
AK 007 16 TC A+K RACK-LINE 16U Single Teaching console
AK 008 16 TCD A+K RACK-LINE 16U Double Teaching console

A+K RACK-LINE 
Accessories
Accessories for AV Equipment 
Cabinets and Teaching Console

Code Description
AK 005 VM Visualiser mount
AK 006 MA Monitor arm

A+K RACK-LINE Teaching console with a 
double cabinet.

A+K RACK-LINE Teaching console with a 
single cabinet.

Finishes apply to A+K RACK-
LINE AV equipment cabinets and 
teaching consoles.

RACK-LINE
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Traditional Presentation Systems

LECTERNS

A+K Height-Adjustable 
Lectern
When giving a presentation, whether to a 
prospective client, a directors’ meeting or 
board of governors, it’s crucial that your 
presentation equipment helps you make the 

best possible impression.
 

The A+K lectern gives 
you the support you 
need. Using a 13U 
AV cabinet as its 
core, which works 

with a motorised 
base to provide a height 

adjustment range between 78cm 
and 140cm, the lectern offers both 

comfortable support for your posture, space 
for notes and eye contact with your audience. 

Available in a range of finishes, the lectern 
can be tailored to suit your individual 
requirements. These can include accessories 
such as microphones and AV monitors. 

Presenting 
with confidence

A wide range of bespoke lecterns are also 
available.
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Traditional Presentation Systems

Always on the lookout 
for a surface to explain 
or share ideas?
An alternative to the traditional dry 
wipe board, the range of PolyVision 
glass writing surfaces fit into 
any modern workspace or office 
environment and allow you to make 
notes, write strategies, reminders 
and communications with style and 
impact.

Because good ideas can’t 
wait to be shared…

Fusion of form and 
function
Crystal was designed to 
complement any contemporary 
environment. With 6mm thick
unframed, fully tempered glass 
that resists ghosting, staining or 
scratching, Crystal offers a top-
quality writing surface. 

The unique and patented mounting system allows Crystal 
to be mounted in portrait or landscape view.

PolyVision Crystal™ Glass Writing surface

Brainstorm 
ideas...

Code Description
GBW600.900 PolyVision Crystal Glass Board    900 x 600mm
GBW900.1200 PolyVision Crystal Glass Board    900 x 1200mm
GBW1200.1500 PolyVision Crystal Glass Board    1200 x 1500mm
GBW1200.2000 PolyVision Crystal Glass Board    1200 X 2000mm
GBH600 PolyVision Crystal Glass Board Tray – Length – 600mm
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Borks manufacture a 
wide range of traditional 
presentation systems for 
use in conference rooms, 
meeting rooms and class 
rooms, where function, 
quality and design are the 
decisive parameters.  

Contact us for more 
information on the full 
range of Borks products.

Vip

Make your wall space 
intelligent

Borks VIP Wall Systems
The Borks wall system is the solution for intelligent use of space in every 
room.

Available in bespoke sizes up to 5.5 metres, the system’s vitreous enamel 
steel surface is easy to write on and easy to see.

The matte white surface holds magnets, is impact-proof and scratch-
resistant to ensure maximum durability, and is even suitable for projection.

Part of the “VIP” range, Borks wall system has a built-in sliding track 
allowing it to be combined with other boards in the range, such as 
flipcharts, projection screens, notice boards and glass boards.

As with every product in the VIP range, the wall system frames are of matte, 
anodised aluminium, giving a high-quality finish.

The Borks wall system: the best combination of working surfaces you can 
fix to your wall, whether in a meeting room, teaching environment or public 
area that requires communications tools.

Image showing VIP Wall with double track.
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Glass boards 
Elegant, 4mm glass boards for marker pens and 
magnets. Available in white, red, or black. 

Whiteboards  
Available in a white-surfaced, vitreous enamel steel for 
dry marker pens and magnets, and green, charcoal 
grey, blue or black-surfaced vitreous enamel steel 
surface for chalk and magnets. 

Notice boards 
Notice boards with a choice of surface finishing, 
featuring 
• 100% recycled rubber surface
• Standard fabrics in matte weave cotton, Indian 

cotton or flax cotton for pins
• Tonus upholstery material for pins from Kvadrat

Projection screens 
Single-sided boards for suspension in tracks of single or double 
rails, able to be tilted up to 25°.
The following board surface is available:
• Screen fabric for projection

Flip charts 
Single-sided boards for suspension in sliding tracks on single or 
double rails.
The following board surfaces are available:
• Vitreous enamel steel whiteboards in white for dry marker pens 

and magnets
• 6mm safety glass, toughened and serigraphed in grey or white for 

dry marker pens

Add boards 
flexibly
 
Add to your wall system with a 
variety of single-sided boards for 
suspension in sliding tracks on 
single or double rails.

Supplied as standard with short 
brackets for the single rail or for 
the outermost sliding track on the 
double rail, every board and bracket 
is framed in matte, anodised 
aluminium. 

Image showing VIP Whiteboard with a single track.
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Borks VIP Rail System 

Stylish and cost-effective use of your
AV wall space

When you’re holding a meeting, whether with clients or company 
colleagues, you don’t want the quality of your presentation equipment to 
damage the impression you’re trying to put across. You want the boards 
you’re using to look unobtrusive but stylish, and do their job efficiently. 
That’s exactly what you get with the Borks VIP range of 
rail systems.

The different products in the range will give your meeting rooms a consistent 
look and feel, characterised by an unbroken, horizontal line and no visible 
sliding tracks.

Flexible boards are available as single or double rails, with individual panels 
fitting diagonally in corners and providing optimal use of wall space. Rails 
are made of matte, anodised aluminium, and feature a clip function using 
steel ball-bearings inside the rails for hanging up sheets of paper. 

Vitreous enamel steel whiteboards are designed to be used with dry marker 
pens and magnets, with a top frame having two sliding tracks for hanging 
up VIP flexible boards, flip charts, projection boards or flexible boards.

Flip charts are single-sided boards for suspension in sliding tracks on single 
or double rails, supplied as standard with short brackets for the single rail or 
for the outermost sliding track on the double rail.
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Smooth, quiet and easy to operate 
Borks Column Boards
When giving a class or a presentation it’s important to know 
your equipment won’t let you down. That it’s not just easy to 
operate and maintain, but also quiet and unobtrusive when 
you’re putting a point across. Borks column boards won’t let 
you down.

Made of magnetic, vitreous enamel steel, the boards sit between 
vertical aluminium columns and their movement up and down is 
controlled by counter weights, making them easy to position at 
the perfect writing or display height. The column boards move 
smoothly and noiselessly, and feel light to move, due to careful 
counter-balancing. They can be operated manually or with 
optional 24V motors that feature programmable logic control of 
both the writing board and the projection screen controls. 

Chalkboard versions are available with green, charcoal grey, 
blue and black writing surfaces, and whiteboard versions 
come with white writing surfaces. All Borks column boards 
are, moreover, completely modular and can be extended to 
accommodate further boards. With fittings and wires hidden 
in the vertical columns, the boards are able to slide up and 
down the full height of the supporting column, with a minimum 
distance from the floor of 120mm. This allows the boards 
to be used by users of all heights, including children and 
wheelchair users.
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Security is just one 
aspect of Mitsubishi 
Electric’s range of 
advanced IP cameras 
and software: thanks to 
Mitsubishi’s machine 
vision technology, it is 
now possible to create 
cost-effective, intelligent 
environments that 
interact in real time with 
their occupants and 
other systems, such as 
digital signage or room 
management software.

Call for your copy of the 
latest Mitsubishi security 
solutions Line up brochure.

Digital Security Recording Systems

NM-IP100*
H.264 Indoor Mini Dome IP Camera
Versatile, indoor mini-dome camera, delivering VGA resolution (640 x 480 
pixels) images using MPEG-4, MJPEG or H.264 compression. 

• Built-in Video Content Analysis
• H.264 25 FPS@D1, 2-way Audio
• Video Compression: H.264, MPEG-4, MJPEG 

(Dual Stream)
• Burnt-in Text, Video Motion Detection Support

Video 

analytics 

included

IP camera solutions – 
enhance and protect your 
environment
Mitsubishi Electric is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of security 
imaging systems. However, its latest range of IP cameras is designed 
with far more than just security in mind. Using advanced, built-in analytics 
software, Mitsubishi Electric IP cameras are able to reliably perform an 
impressive range of duties, such as detecting movement, entry and exit 
events, monitoring waiting times, counting traffic flow through particular 
areas and much more. 

Using Mitsubishi IP cameras and video content analytics, you could, for 
example; 

Monitor meeting room activity
Find out how many people were in the room. What equipment did they use? 
Use your room booking system to re-allocate a room automatically if it’s 
being under-utilised.

Enhance Security
Is the room scheduled to be in use? Should anyone be in there at this time?

Create interactive digital signage
Change the message on your digital signage system in response to 
changing traffic conditions in a particular area.

NM-VS100
4 Channel Video Encoder
If you’re looking for the best way to connect an existing 
analogue camera to your network, the NM-VS100 video 
server is the perfect choice. Analogue images can be 
monitored in real time, regardless of distance or location. 
Images are supported up to D1 resolution.
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NM-IP1100*
H.264 Standard Box IP Camera 
752 x 582 pixel resolution Box-type camera, suitable for indoor use. 
Supports video content analysis as standard, with advanced detection and 
statistical tools available as an option.

• Built-in Video Content Analysis
• H.264 25 FPS@D1, 2-way Audio
• Video Compression: H.264, MPEG-4, MJPEG 

(Dual Stream)
• Burnt-in Text, Video Motion Detection Support
• USB 2.0 Support (External Storage, Wireless LAN)
• microSD Memory Support

NM-IP4500*
H.264 Outdoor PTZ Dome IP Camera
Resilient, vandal-proof outdoor camera delivering 752 x 582 pixel, 440 Kbps 
dual-stream video using H.264, MPEG-4, MJPEG compression. Endless 
360° rotation, 165 preset positions and a wealth of programmable search 
patterns make this a most versatile monitoring tool. Video content 
analysis is included as standard, with advanced detection and 
statistical tools available as an option. 

• Built-in Video Content Analytics
• Up to 432X Zoom (Optical 36X, Digital 12X) Selectable
• H.264 25 FPS@D1, 2-way Audio
• Video Compression: H.264, MPEG-4, MJPEG (Dual 

Stream)
• Day & Night (IR Cut Filter), DSS
• Burnt-in Text, Video Motion Detection Support
• Stealth Spin® (World Most Silent Speed Dome)
• Controlling Pan/Tilt Speed While Zooming
• Power Misconnection Protection Function

* Manufactured by Y.H.Info

NetHunter IP
CCTV software management
NetHunter IP from Mitsubishi Electric is an advanced software 
suite designed to manage a wide variety of imaging and 
security devices from within a single, easy-to-use platform. 
NetHunter IP allows users to mix analogue and IP cameras 
with DVRs in a single system, and so is an ideal way to 
incorporate the latest IP technologies into a legacy CCTV 
system. The NetHunter IP suite is packed with features such as 
motion detection, video recording and playback, video export, automatic 
event alarms and many more. The versatile client-server architecture allows 
up to 32 camera streams to be monitored in real time from anywhere – even 
remotely – and allows the functionality of Mitsubishi’s IP cameras to be 
exploited to the full.

Video 

analytics 

included

Video 

analytics 

included
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The Mitsubishi Electric 
brand is synonymous 
with high quality, high 
performance and low 
cost of ownership. 
As one of the world’s 
leading manufacturers 
of professional display 
equipment, Mitsubishi 
packs its projectors 
and LCD panels with 
innovative and useful 
features that make them 
the first choice for any 
prestigious installation.

Call for your copy of the 
latest Mitsubishi projectors 
and LCD Line up brochure.

Projectors and Displays

Installation projectors 
from Mitsubishi Electric – 
the future, today
Mitsubishi installation projectors have a well-deserved reputation for 
innovation and build quality, and include a variety of features to enhance 
picture quality and network compatibility. High-fidelity colour reproduction, 
sharp contrast, and impressive light output enable presentations of real 
impact in any situation. 

Typical applications include:

Mitsubishi XD8100U / WD8200U / 
UD8400U XGA / WXGA / WUXGA 
projectors
Mitsubishi Electric’s XD8100U (XGA), widescreen WD8200U 
(WXGA) and UD8400U (WUXGA) dual-lamp projectors 
are the company’s flagship high-end installation 
projectors. Featuring innovative design and state-of-
the-art performance, these projectors are perfect for 
large venue applications such as conference rooms and 
auditoria, or in high ambient light environments.

• 7000 / 6500 / 6500 lumens with 
Dual lamp

• Up to 4000 hour lamp life
• Natural Colour Matrix™ (NCM)
• Dual Lamp c/w auto changeover
• Full HD capable
• Built-in image processor 

enhances low resolution input
• Built-in edge-blending
• Unique Heat-Pipe cooling system
• Ultra low noise <28dBA

• Low standby power consumption 
< 0.3W

• LAN connectivity
• Compatible with Crestron® 

RoomView™/e-Control™, AMX 
Device Discovery and PJLink™ 
remote management suites

• Custom colour wheel options
• Addressable remote control for 

multi-projector set-ups

Mitsubishi XD8100U / WD8200U / UD8400U Features

• Auditoriums
• Lecture Halls

• Conference rooms
• Executive meeting rooms

Projectors come with lens shift function and a wide range of optional, 
interchangeable lenses, making installation quick and straightforward.

   Brighter display solutions

Display Solutions 
Projectors    LCD 

Summer / Autumn 2010

mitsubishielectric.co.uk/vis    |   t: + 44 (0) 1707 278684   |   f: + 44 (0) 1707 278541   |   e: displays@meuk.mee.com

Dual
lamp 

function
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Mitsubishi FL7000U 
Full HD projector
The FL7000U is Mitsubishi’s high-
brightness 5000 ANSI lumens, 
full 1080p installation projector. 
Compatible with HDTV broadcasts 
and high definition DVDs, it 
produces impressive full 1080p 
images in all their digital glory. 

Mitsubishi XD3200U/ WD3300U
XGA/ WXGA projectors

The XD3200U, an XGA widescreen unit, and 
the WD3300U WXGA projectors have been 
designed for lecture theatres, conference 
rooms and retail applications that require 
a fully featured and versatile installation 

projector.

Mitsubishi has introduced a number of design improvements, including 
a new colour wheel, a new chassis design and a lamp drive system that 
helps to increase overall performance, durability and reliability. An enhanced 
3-year loan replacement warranty covers 24/7 usage.

XD3200U Features

• XGA
• 4500 lumens
• 2500:1
• Digital Light Processing (DLP™)
• Up to 4000 hour lamp life
• Optional lenses

WD3300U Features

• WXGA
• 4000 lumens
• 2300:1 contrast ratio
• Digital Light Processing (DLP™)
• Up to 4000 hour lamp life
• Optional lenses

FL7000U Features

24/7
Warranty*

Full HD 

1080p

*The 24/7 Warranty excludes lamp.

• Full HD
• 5000 lumens
• 1000:1 contrast ratio
• 3-LCD

• Full 1080p
• Split screen feature
• Full connectivity
• Optional lenses
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A range of Slim bezel 
LCDs for commercial-use 
applications

Mitsubishi Slim bezel displays are 
available in 42”, 52” and 65” formats, 
all producing high-definition images 
and equipped with features including 
excellent connectivity, screen saver 
function, fast response times, high 
contrast and high brightness levels. 

All can be viewed in landscape or 
portrait for impressive, high-impact 
displays. 

Full 1920 x 1080 
HD resolution
Reproduce images with precision 
and clarity. High-durability panel 
reduces the risk of image persistence 
in commercial applications.

Built-in CAT5 receiver
Installation flexibility. CAT5 receiver 
and transmitter enable easy 
installation with cable lengths up to 
150m without degradation of picture 
quality.

CAT5 connectors are connected to the CAT5 
transmitter box, included with the MDT521S 
and MDT651S models and available as an 
option for the MDT421S.

Tiling capability with 
frame compensation
Combine up to 25 panels (5 wide by 
5 high) to create a single “video wall” 
image or other high-impact signage. 
A frame compensation function is 
incorporated to adjust for width of 
panel bezels so that images are 
displayed with extreme accuracy. 

Expand beyond 
landscape and portrait
Advanced design technologies 
allow maximum flexibility in 
positioning the slim bezel from 
landscape, and angled to full-flat 
(face-up*) installations.

*Run internal cooling fan full-time when using 
monitor in face-up position.

Code Description
AK MDT421S 42”, Slim bezel, Full HD LCD Display
AK MDT521S 52”, Slim bezel, Full HD LCD Display
AK MDT651S 65”, Slim bezel, Full HD LCD Display

Mitsubishi Slim bezel display being used in a retail environment.
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Hitachi projectors meet 
and surpass the needs of 
business and educational 
establishments, combining 
clarity and brightness 
with industry-leading 
practicality, portability and 
ease of use.

Call for your copy of the 
latest Hitachi projector 
line-up brochures today.

Short and Ultra Short Throw
LCD Projectors
For Business and Education
We have always been at the forefront of high quality projection technology through our
dedication to market leading innovation. Having achieved a dominant market share in
EMEA for the Ultra Short Throw segment, we are now expanding our product offering
to the Short Throw sector.† This means that we can offer solutions for the entire range
of Short Throw distances to suit every situation and budget.

† PMA 2009

Short throw and ultra 
short throw LCD 
projectors

What is short throw / ultra short throw?
Short throw projection is the ability to project high-quality, large images over 
shorter distances than standard projectors. This is useful for projecting in 
tight spaces or small rooms.

An example of short throw: With a distance-to-width ratio of 0.5, the 
projector needs to be positioned only 0.5m from the screen to achieve a 1m 
wide image. Ultra short throw projectors accommodate even shorter throw 
distances for large, bright images.

Don’t let a projector come 
between you and your audience
Unique Hitachi optical technology allows the 
projector to be sited very close to the screen, 
eliminating shadowing and allowing greater user 
flexibility.

With its advanced picture quality, added usability 
and security features Hitachi is evolving the use of 
projectors in education and business.

Benefits of short 
throw / ultra short 
throw projectors
• Safe for your eyes
• No glare or 

shadows
• Great for tight 

spaces
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Focusing on design, safety 
and functionality, Smart 
Media Solutions (SMS) 
provide a wide range of 
brackets and mounting 
solutions for projectors 
and flat panels. 

SMS brackets and 
mounts are adapted for 
demanding environments 
such as corporate meeting 
rooms, educational 
establishments and 
conference centre 
installations.

Contact us for more 
information on the full 
range of SMS products.

Code Description
PD031001-P0 SMS Flatscreen X FH M1105mm A/W
PD031002-P0 SMS Flatscreen X FH M1455mm A/W
PD031003-P0 SMS Flatscreen X FH M1955mm A/W

Code Description
PD300005-P0 White
PD300006-P0 Oak
PD300007-P0 Walnut

Code Description
PD400001 White
PD400003 Oak
PD400004 Walnut

SMS X Shelf 
Organise your equipment with the 
X-Series shelves.

SMS X Media Box 
Have all your computer and AV 
equipment just where you need it – 
secure and readily available.

X-Series: Flatscreen 
Mobile Floor 
Stand

It goes 
where you 
go
The mobile floor stand 
is a flexible solution 
mounted on wheels 
that allows the screen 
it supports to be rotated from a 
vertical to a horizontal position after 
mounting. The bracket can be 
fitted with electrical power 
sockets (available as an option) 
and it is easy to add shelves 
and cabinets for DVDs and 
other peripherals. 

A motorised version is also available, with 
convenient electrical adjustment of 
the height.

Info
• Finish: A/W (Aluminium/

white)
• Maximum load: 50kg/screen
• Length (column): 1105, 1455 or 1955mm

Delivered with SMS X H Unislide (PD210002), which can be used with all 
VESA standards up to 800 x 400mm. The SMS X H+ Unislide, which can be 
used with all VESA standards up to 1200 x 700mm, is available as an option. 

Time to meet up.

AV Brackets and Mounts
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X-Series: Mobile Video 
Conference Solution

As mobile as you are
This mobile video conference system has space for double screens from 
42-52” (depending on VESA) and a top-mounted video camera. The camera 
shelf and its bracket are ordered separately.

A motorised version is also available, featuring convenient electrical 
height adjustment. The system can be fitted with power sockets (ordered 
separately) and it is easy to add shelves and cabinets for DVDs and other 
peripherals.

Info
• Finish: A/W (Aluminium/white)
• Maximum load: 45kg/screen
• Length (column): 1455mm

Code Description
PD032001-P0 SMS Flatscreen X FH M1455mm Video Conference 

Code Description
PD300011-P0 SMS X Conference 

Codec/Camera 
Shelf including 
Shelf Holder White

Code Description
PD300010-P0 SMS X Conference 

Camera Shelf 
Small including 
Shelf Holder White

Optional accessories:
SMS X Conference Codec Shelf  
Codec shelf 
fitting 
new video 
conference 
brackets from the 
X-series.

SMS X Conference Camera 
Shelf 
Camera shelf for 
new X Video 
Conference 
brackets.

SMS X Shelf 
Organise your 
equipment with 
X-Series shelves.

SMS X Media Box 
Have all your 
computer and AV 
equipment just 
where you need 
it – secure and 
readily available.

Code Description
PD300005-P0 White
PD300006-P0 Oak
PD300007-P0 Walnut

Code Description
PD400001 White
PD400003 Oak
PD400004 Walnut
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Adapting to your equipment
A video conference system mounted on the wall or standing on the floor 
with space for double screens from 42-52” (depending on VESA) and a top-
mounted video camera. 

The camera shelf and its bracket are ordered separately. The system can be 
fitted with power sockets (ordered separately) and it is easy to add shelves 
and cabinets for DVDs and other peripherals, depending on the column 
length selected.

Info
• Finish: A/W (Aluminium/white)
• Maximum load: 45kg/screen
• Length (column): 1955mm
• Swivel: Approximately 10-15°
• Consult product sheet for VESA details

Code Description
PD091002-P0 SMS Flatscreen X WFH S1955mm Video Conference

Wall to floor bracket for heavy weight screens

Code Description
PD300011-P0 SMS X Conference 

Codec/Camera 
Shelf including 
Shelf Holder White

Code Description
PD300010-P0 SMS X Conference 

Camera Shelf 
Small including 
Shelf Holder White

Optional accessories:
SMS X Conference Codec Shelf  
Codec shelf 
fitting 
new video 
conference 
brackets from the 
X-series.

SMS X Conference Camera 
Shelf 
Camera shelf for 
new X Video 
Conference 
brackets.

SMS X Shelf 
Increase the 
impact of your 
presentation 
with well-
organised 
equipment.

Code Description
PD300005-P0 White
PD300006-P0 Oak
PD300007-P0 Walnut

Code Description
PD400001 White
PD400003 Oak
PD400004 Walnut

X-Series: Wall-to-floor 
Video Conference System

SMS X Media 
Box 
Safe and simple 
storage for your 
computer or 
AV equipment 
exactly where you need it.
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Code Description
PL031023-P0 SMS Flatscreen FH MT1450mm A/S
PL031025-P0 SMS Flatscreen FH MT2000mm A/S

Code Description
SU010020-P0 Black including 

console
SU010021-P0 Grey including 

console
SU010023-P0 Beech including 

console
SU010025-P0 Plexi including 

console

Optional accessories:
Shelves H 
Shelves perfect for 
any equipment 
you need to go 
along with your 
big screen or 
projector, made from solid, medium-
density fibreboard. 

Base Shelves H  
The shelf can form the base. These 
spacious shelves are convenient for 
placing peripheral equipment.

SMS Mobile
Floor Stand

High 
mobility for all 
screens
The SMS Flatscreen FH MT gives 
larger screens mobility and holds 
up to two screens at the same 
time – an easy way to get the most 
out of both your room and screen. 

The FH MT is a durable and reliable 
bracket as well as an attractive addition 
to any room. Annoying cables are hidden 
inside the bracket. Practical shelving 
can also be added to perfectly 
complement your 
screen.

Info
• Finish: 

Aluminium/silver
• Maximum load: 

50 kg/screen (standard). 
With custom made slide the 
product supports up to 100 kg/screen

• Length (pillar): 1450 – 2000mm (depending on model)
• Tilt: Screen can be tilted +10°/-3°
• Adjustable: Screen and shelves can be raised and lowered along the pillar
• SMS Flatscreen H2 Unislide is included in the bracket

Code Description
PL200006 Black
PL200007 Grey
PL200008 Beech
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SMS Flatscreen Tilt Brackets

SMS Flatscreen 3D Arm Brackets

Built to support
The WM T and WH T from Smart Media Solutions (SMS) 
are wall-mounted brackets for heavier screens. They are 
able to support screens flat on to the wall or at tilt angles of 
15° (WM T) and 10° (WH T) forward, allowing a perfect view 
even for screens at high levels. Both brackets are easily 
mounted and make elegant, sturdy supports.

Info
• Finish: Aluminium/Silver
• Weight: 2.2kg (WM T) 7kg (WH T)
• Maximum load: 30kg (WM T) 75kg (WH T)
• Dimensions: 490 *221 *36mm (WM T) 886 *311 *41mm (WH T)
• Distance from wall: 36mm (WM T) 41mm (WH T)
• VESA standard: 75 *75mm (WM T) ~ 800 *400mm (WH T)
• Suitable for screens with hole patterns up to 420 *320mm (WM T) and 

800 *500mm (WH T)

Strength, flexibility and good looks
Three SMS flatscreen 3D brackets are available: the WH 3D, WM 3D and 
WL 3D. All allow a variety of uses for the screens they support, from flat 
against the wall to extension up to 70cm from the wall (depending on 
model), and all are available in Glossy White, Piano Black or Dark Grey.

The WH 3D is the largest SMS arm and can support screens up to 45kg, 
up to 70cm from the wall or fully flat against it. The sturdy WM 3D is flexible 
enough to be used in enclosed spaces, and supports screens up to 30kg 
and up to 50cm from the wall. The WL 3D, the smallest SMS flatscreen, 
combines strength with a handy, compact size. Carrying screens up to 
15kg, it can extend to 38cm from the wall.

Info
• Finish: Glossy White, Piano Black or Dark Grey
• Maximum load: 45kg (WH), 30kg (WM), 15kg (WL)
• Tilt: -3/+9° (WH), +12°/-3° (WM) or +/-25° (WL)
• Swivel: +/-90°
• Suitable for screens with hole patterns up to 800x400 (depending on model)

Code Description
FS012001 SMS Flatscreen WM T A/S
PL021001 SMS Flatscreen WH T A/S

Code Description
FS041015 SMS Flatscreen WL 3D A/Dark Grey
FS041012 SMS Flatscreen WM 3D A/Dark Grey
PL101115 SMS Flatscreen WH 3D A/Dark Grey
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X-Series: SMS Projector X Ceiling 
Brackets

Low ceiling height? Not a problem
SMS has developed two projector ceiling bracket models for the X class: 
the Mini and CLF. Both use the X-Series projector’s ‘snap-on’ function, 
making it easy to mount and dismount supported projectors by sliding with 
one hand.

The Mini, with a 45mm column length, is able to support projectors of up to 
7kg even in rooms with low ceilings, and the CLF column may be cut to 
the correct length as required, from 250mm to 2300mm. 

Info
• Finish: Aluminium/black and aluminium/white
• Maximum load: 7kg (both models)
• Column length: 45-2300 mm (depending on model)
• Tilt and swivel: can be tilted by 25° and swivelled 360°

Code Description
AE015001 SMS Projector X CL F250mm A/B
AE015003 SMS Projector X CL F500mm A/B
AE015005 SMS Projector X CL F750mm A/B
AE015007 SMS Projector X CL F1000mm A/B
AE015009 SMS Projector X CL F1500mm A/B
AE015011 SMS Projector X CL F2300mm A/B
AE015015 SMS Projector X MINI A/B

SMS Projector Secret Lift
Undetectable unless you look carefully
The SMS Secret Lift is a discreet and economically 
priced projector elevator which conceals not only 
projector cables, but the projector itself. With a short 
stroke-length of only 130mm, the SMS Secret Lift runs 
on two rails to aid both vertical and horizontal stability.

Info
• Finish: White ceiling panels
• Weight: 24kg
• Maximum load: 12kg
• Maximum Projector size: W=360mm, H=140mm, 

D=320mm
• Maximum tilt: 25° in all directions, projector size 

permitting
• Opening and shutting time: 10 seconds
• Minimum ceiling height: 400mm
• Stroke-length: 130mm
• Delivered complete with SMS Secret Lift Unislide

Code Description
LI010001 SMS Secret Lift
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Code Description
AE013050-P1 SMS Projector WL Short Throw V+ 

Universal A/W
Horizontal and vertical adjustments

AE016050-P1 SMS Projector WL Short Throw V 
Universal A/W
Vertical adjustments

Code Description
FS000680AW-P2 SMS Projector Short Throw 

680mm Alu pillar Part 2 A//White
FS001202AW-P2 SMS Projector Short Throw 

1200mm Alu pillar Part 2 A/White
FS001450AW-P2 SMS Projector Short Throw 

1600mm Alu pillar Part 2 A/White

SMS Short Throw Projector 
Wall Brackets
Better for presenters, better for 
presentations
Traditional projectors can sometimes be 
responsible for the dual problems of dazzling 
their users and casting shadows onto 
presentations. Short throw projectors are the 
solution to these problems, allowing users 
to stand next to the screen without being 
blinded by projector lights.

SMS have designed two types of bracket to 
support short throw projectors: the V+ Bracket 
for horizontal and vertical adjustments, and 
the V Bracket for vertical adjustments. Both 
brackets may be easily fine-tuned with adjustment 
knobs on a universal slide, which is available in white or black to match the 
projector, along with a choice of white or black plastic fittings.

White fitting projector pillar lengths:

SMS Short Throw Projector V+ 
Bracket (horizontal and vertical 
adjustments)
The V+ gives users generous adjustment options to 
obtain the best possible image quality at all positions, 
and the supported projector may be suspended at 
any location along the bracket for depth adjustment. 
The bracket’s wall plate can also be adjusted both 
horizontally and vertically.

SMS Short Throw Projector V 
Bracket (vertical adjustments)
The V is easy to mount on a wall plate that can be located 
close to the ceiling, making vertical adjustment possible. 
The supported projector may be suspended at any 
location along the bracket, and can be swivelled and tilted. 

Info
• Finish: Aluminium/black or white
• Maximum load: 12kg
• Lengths: 680, 1200, 1450 and 1600mm
• Tilt: +/- 12° with fine adjustment for depth and 

horizontal position
• V+ Bracket Adjustment: The wall plate can be 

adjusted +/- 25mm vertically and +/- 22.5mm 
horizontally

• V Bracket Adjustment: The height of the pillar can be 
adjusted +/- 20mm

SMS Short Throw V+ bracket 

using a 680mm pillar.

SMS Short Throw V bracket 

using a 680mm pillar.

V+
Horizontal

& Vertical

V
Vertical



Welcome to A+K 
Brands of Distinction

Successful projects are the result of making the right choices: of 
equipment, of technology and of supplier. Anders+Kern has been 
supporting successful AV projects for over 20 years. Whether for 
education or corporate we know the importance of quality to the 
success of your project.

Within these pages you’ll find top-quality equipment for every kind 
of application, from some of the most respected names in the 
AV world: Stewart Filmscreen, PolyVision, Borks and Mitsubishi 
Electric, to name just a few. These Brands of Distinction are backed 
by the reassurance of working with one of the best-known names 
within the professional audio-visual market in the UK.

Whether you’re looking for the latest leading-edge interactive 
technology or an elegant whiteboard solution, a full boardroom 
installation or a digital signage display, you’ll find what you’re 
looking for here.

Our product range represents the distillation of our two decades 
of experience in the audio-visual business. Each product has 
been chosen for its outstanding performance, reliability and value 
for money, so you can be sure you’re getting the best possible 
equipment, backed by all the support you need to bring your 
project to a successful completion. 

From off-the-shelf solutions to full turnkey installation, Anders+Kern 
is simply the best choice you can make for your project.

*The products shown in this catalogue can be experienced first hand at the state-of-
the-art Anders+Kern demonstration facilities. See inside back cover for details.

There’s no substitute for first-hand experience when it comes to 
evaluating quality – and no better way to experience the best in 
professional audio-visual than by visiting the Anders+Kern state-
of-the-art video conferencing and AV demonstration facility. See 
for yourself how high-end AV technology from the A+K Brands 
of Distinction can transform your next project. Find out how we’ll 
provide the expertise and support you need to make it happen.

This showcase of the best in audio-visual presentation includes 
great products such as PolyVision eno Interactive Whiteboards 
and Stewart Filmscreen StarGlas Rear Projection Screens. 
Complementing them, the Borks range of rail systems, glass 
boards, screens and notice board products add the final finishing 
touch to your project.

Get in touch to 
experience the A+K 
Brands of Distinction 
for yourself and see 
how technology can 
transform your working 
environment. 

Experience the quality first-hand

Change the way you think about audio-visual
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Vision House, 2 The Paddocks, 

Whittlesey. Peterborough PE7 1PL 
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website: www.innovationsvisual.co.uk
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